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What course are you proposing to
collaborate on?

JRN101 Advanced Newswriting and Reporting

Is this course a: Writing in the Disciplines Course (WID)

In which semester would you be teaching
this class?

Spring 2015

Project Title The Great Migration to Massachusetts

Project Proposal (250-500 words): FLPP provides an opportunity to partner with a librarian to enhance students'
research and information literacy skills. How do you envision the librarian interacting with your students? This
might include individual consultations, small group research sessions, elearn support, etc.

Students will be interviewing elders in the black community in the Greater Brockton-Taunton areas who were part of the
decades-long migration from the south. The project will attempt to capture the stories – and the living history - of
those who fled the south for what they felt would be a better life for themselves and their families. The stories will
detail what were the conditions in the south at the time, what type of discrimination the individuals faced in both the
south and the north and what challenges they faced when they fled. Students, hopefully, will learn more about how the
civil rights movement touched people in the community and how deep discrimination ran in parts of the country at the
time.
With the help of a librarian through the program, I’m hoping students will delve deep into historic archives from the era
to examine the “living history” in a community for this project. The course is a Writing in the Disciplines class so it will
be writing heavy. I plan to develop a blog for students to post short items about something they uncovered from the era
at least once a week. Students will be looking at archival newspapers, diaries and any historic documents (or other
writings) they can find on the subject and general era.
Students will interview the elders in the Stonehill studio on camera, write a feature profile on the person and a write a
second, historic piece to accompany that story. Eventually, all of these elements will be posted on a website.
In addition to this proposal, I would like to draw on the library staff for a second course – Development of American
News Media – for a related student project on race. For that course, students will be examining how persons of color
have been portrayed in the media since the Revolutionary War. They will be researching specific periods throughout the
semester, writing short papers for each period then developing that research for a longer, final paper.

Course Description/Syllabus

JRN101- WID Maureen Boyle
Advanced Reporting & News writing Cushing Martin Rm 116
Spring 2015 REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS: 
1. Rich, Carole, Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching Method (any edition)
2. Associated Press Stylebook and Libel Manual

Additional handouts will be supplied throughout the semester

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

You will learn how to research and write in depth, multi-sourced stories. You will learn where to find information from
government, online and private sources as well as public records. You will also continue to develop your interviewing



skills. This is an 
writing intensive course and you will be writing a number of stories. You will learn how to interview people in a wide
range of settings, analyze studies, interpret statistics, research facts, and examine and put data into a context others
can understand. You will research and write four to five original articles with multiple “live” interviews targeted for
professional publication and attend and write about municipal community meetings. You will learn how to weave
academic studies and interviews with experts in a variety of fields into articles – and make those stories readable for the
average person.

You will be writing balanced stories – this means presenting the opposing views – as well as learn how to question
information, be accurate and learn what is a credible source. 

Concise and clear writing with no jargon is mandatory (if you don’t understand something, no one else will – remember
that). You will be learning to write articles for a specific readership, such as a community newspaper, website or a
regional or topical magazine. 

Since this is advanced news writing, you will be expected to know how to write a basic news story going into this class.
You will be developing and honing those news writing skills through a variety of writing exercises. You will also be
writing original stories, including the mid-term and final projects, to be marketed for publication.
Proper Associated Press Style must be followed in all stories and stories will be marked down if it isn’t. (In the real news
world, not following AP style is not tolerated)

Throughout the semester there will be several what will be called “sudden death” assignments: news stories that will be
assigned at the start of class and will be completed by the end of the class. You will not know what your assignment will
be until the start of that class. Other than the first assignment, you will not know when the “sudden death” assignment
will be given. This will give you experience in how to gather information and interviews quickly on short notice, a must
in the news business. Those in the class who are planning on a career in public relations hopefully will, through these
assignments, learn the pressures of the news business and how quickly they must supply the information requested.

There will also be several in-class writing exercises, designed to help you fine-tune your writing. You will also be
expanding your skills in the use of different story news and feature structures.

We will also be examining and using social media sites, including Twitter, during the course of the semester. You will
be setting up a Twitter account and “tweeting” daily through the semester.

From time to time speakers who either work in the field or deal with journalists will be invited to speak with the class.
When they will speak will depend on the speakers’ schedules.

As part of the course, we will be interviewing people from the area who came north as part of the Great Migration from
the south. The interviews will likely be done (and recorded) in the Stonehill studio and the interviews will be the
foundation of your final project for the course. These stories will eventually be posted online as part of a class project.

The assignments for class will include:
1. Short magazine article for Brockton Parents magazine, community-based publication. 
2. Coverage of a municipal meeting of your choice.
3. Great Migration story
4. Midterm subject of your choice

IMPORTANT NOTE: Anyone interviewed for any stories for the class MUST be told in advance the piece may be
published. NO EXCEPTIONS. If someone balks at having his or her comments in print, find another source. You must use
the person’s REAL name in all stories. No anonymous sources. Use of a false name or use of false facts will result in an



automatic failure. No relatives are to be interviewed without prior approval – and please don’t interview your roommate.

Extra points will be given for all stories that are published. The original story - prior to publication - must be submitted
for review for extra points. 

Attendance is mandatory for classes. Unexplained absences will affect your grade.

GRADING:
Midterm: 25 percent
Final: 25 percent
In class stories: 15 percent
Original reported stories/homework: 25 percent
Twitter assignments: 10 percent

GRADING OF NEWS STORIES:
Error in the lead: 20 points off
Factual error: 10 points off for each error
Spelling, style or grammar error: 5 points off
Libel error: 50 points off
Plagiarism or made up facts: automatic F and possible course failure

LATE STORIES
Deadlines are important in news reporting. All work that is late, without a valid excuse, will be graded down
substantially. No work, without a valid excuse, will be accepted after one week of the deadline.
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